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Aim. Despite a large number of existing domain identification techniques there is no universally accepted
method, which identifies the hierarchy of dynamic domains using the data of molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. The goal of this work is to develop such technique. Methods. The dynamic domains are
identified by eliminating systematic motions from MD trajectories recursively in a model-free manner.
Results. The technique called the Hierarchical Domain-Wise Alignment (HDWA) to identify  hierarchically
organized dynamic domains in proteins using the MD trajectories has been developed. Conclusion. A new
method of domain identification in proteins is proposed.
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Introduction. The protein domain is a very important
concept in the protein science [1, 2]. The motions and
interactions of domains are crucial for the functioning
of various proteins including enzymes [3–6]. There are
numerous methods of domain identification. They can
be based on observation of independent folding [2],
similarity of the sequence motifs [7], the presence of a
distinct hydrophobic core [8], functional activity [8, 9], 
contact classification [10], topology [11], structural
homology [12], independent mobility [13–16] and
other properties. In this work we focus on so-called
dynamic domains. Dynamic domain is defined as rela-
tively compact part of a protein that is characterized by
its own pattern of internal collective dynamics, which
can be distinguished from that of other domains
[13–16]. This concept provides the most physically

justified definition of the domain. The techniques,
which identify  the dynamic domains employ either the
analysis of alternative crystal structures of the same
protein [14] or the elastic network models [15–18] and

the graph-theory approaches [19]. 
In contrast to conventional structural domains,

dynamic domains could be subdivided into smaller
relatively independent units using the same physical
principles of the similarity of dynamic patterns. As a
result, the hierarchy of dynamic domains, where each
domain contains a number of smaller subdomains, co-
uld be identified [20]. The subdomains are charac-
terized by their own distinctive patterns of motions
within the parent domain. In our previous works we
developed several techniques of identification and
analysis of hierarchical dynamic domains [20–23]. It
was shown that the concept of dynamic domains could
be used with great success in the statistical analysis of
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non-redundant protein structures [21], in finding the
candidate proteins for biosensor design [22] and in
simulating the conformational transitions in two-
domain proteins [23]. These results are summarized in
our recent methodological eview [24].

Only few attempts were made so far to identify the
hierarchy of dynamic domains in proteins using the
data of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations [25].
MD simulations are the most precise way of tracking
the motions of proteins because the trajectories of all
atoms could be stored and analyzed [26]. The dynamic
domains identified using MD trajectories would reflect
the dynamics of the protein globule, which is quite
close to reality.

In this work we present  a  new method of domain
identification based on the analysis of MD trajectories.
The method is called Hierarchal Domain-Wise Align-
ment (HDWA). It is conceptually similar to the recently 
developed Hierarchical Сlustering of the Сorrelation
Рatterns (HCCP) technique [20], but uses different in-
put data. HDWA exploits the hierarchical character of
protein motions recorded in MD trajectories, while
HCCP utilizes the patterns in the matrices of residue-re- 
sidue correlation of motions, which are computed using 
GNM. HDWA is a model-free and parameter-free tech- 
nique. It identifies a hierarchy of dynamic domains
from MD trajectories or any other sets of atomic coordi- 
nates and allows estimating stability and interdepen-
dence of domains. Here we describe the theory of the
HDWA method. The current work is a proof of the prin- 
ciple of our technique, thus the biological significance
of our results for particular proteins is not discussed.

Theory and methods. The rationale. The corre-
lations of motions provide important information about
the protein dynamics. Computation of the correlations
of motions in MD simulations looks very simple be-
cause the trajectories of all atoms are recorded, how-
ever this is not always the case. Let us leave aside the
mathematical problems of computing non-linear
correlations adequately [27] and concentrate on the
interpretation of the correlation data. The correlations
of motion obtained in the normal mode calculations
(such as GNM) represent small harmonic displace-
ments around the local energy minimum in vacuum.
There are no spurious correlations caused by large-
amplitude diffusive motions and   thermal noise. As a
result the matrix of the residue-residue correlations in
the case of GNM (or other normal mode-based tech-
niques) exhibits clearly visible «blocks», which corres-
pond to dynamic domains [20] (Fig. 1, a). It is impos-
sible to obtain such clear picture in the case of MD
because of numerous factors, which produce spurious
correlations or mask existing correlation patterns. Each
atom in the protein participates in several motions in the 
course of MD, which are organized into the natural
hierarchy. This includes the motion of the whole mo-
lecule, the motion of the domain, the motion of the re-
latively rigid subdomains inside the domain, the motion 
of the secondary structure element, the motion of indi-
vidual residue side chain, etc. 

The diffusion of the molecule as a whole is eli-
minated by aligning each frame of the MD trajectory
with some reference structure, however all other moti-
ons are lumped together unpredictably in the resulting
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Fig. 1. The matrices of the resi-
due-residue correlations of moti-
ons obtained by GNM (a) and MD
(b) for lysine-, arginine-, ornithine- 
binding protein. White corres-
ponds to 1, black to – –1. The block
structure is clearly visible in (a),
but absent in (b)



trajectory. This makes it very hard to extract the motion
on particular level (i. e. the motions of domains). As a
result the matrix of the residue-residue correlations in
the case of MD usually has little in common with the
matrix obtained in GNM (Fig. 1, b). Such matrix still
contains useful information about large-scale protein
dynamics, which could be extracted by means of the
principal components analysis [28], however the ab-
sence of pronounced block pattern makes it not unsui-
table for dynamic domains identification (at least in the
same manner as in the case of GNM). 

The terms «domain» and «subdomain» are used in
the following meanings hereafter. Each domain con-
sists of several subdomains of the next hierarchical
level (or the child domains) and is a child of the domain
of the previous level (the parent domain).

The difference in the correlation matrices between
MD and GNM is caused by intrinsic difference of the
character of motions in these techniques, thus attempts
to obtain GNM-like correlation matrices in MD are
unlikely to be successful. 

Other technique, which is not based on the block
pattern of the correlation matrix, is needed to identify
the dynamic domains from the MD trajectories. The
most logical solution is to exploit the natural hierarchy
of motions in the protein globule. 

The motions of the whole molecule in the course of
MD could be eliminated by aligning the molecule to the 
reference structure in each trajectory frame. Following
this idea the motion of individual domain could be eli-
minated by aligning this domain to the reference sepa-
rately. The motions of  subdomains could be eliminated 
in the same way by aligning them to the reference se-
parately and so on, until random fluctuations of indivi-

dual residues around their reference positions will re-
main. In other words such procedure eliminates all sys-
tematic motions from the MD trajectory in the step-wi-
se manner. The most pronounced large-amplitude col-
lective motions would be eliminated first. Remaining
smaller scale motions would be eliminated on the next
step, etc.  However, the boundaries of domains and sub- 
domains are not known in advance, thus it is not known
which part of the structure should be aligned with the
reference on each level. 

Let us assume that the boundaries of domains are
guessed correctly and each domain is aligned separa-
tely to the reference structure (domain-wise alignment,
DWA) for each trajectory frame. The root mean square
deviation (RMSD) between all trajectory frames and
the reference structure would be quite small, because
DWA eliminates large systematic domain motions. In
contrast, if the domain boundaries are guessed incor-
rectly then the RMSD after alignment would be large
because of the remaining systematic displacements
from the reference structure. Thus the RMSD  relative
to  the reference structure after DWA could serve as a
criterion for domain identification.

The algorithm. These considerations lead to the
following formal algorithm of domain identification.
Let us assume that there are N residues in the protein.
The motions of the residues are monitored by the
motions of their Cα atoms. The dynamic domains are
organized into M hierarchical levels. Each domain of
the level i is subdivided into two subdomains of the
level i + 1 in such a way that the whole hierarchy is
described by the binary tree. Nodes of the tree are
enumerated by the multi-component index k (the details 
of indexing are explained below). Each node is repre-
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the hierarchical tree of domains with the corresponding domain encoding for each node. For clarity the regions to «1»s
and «2»s are shown continuous. In reality this is not necessarily so



sented by the vector 
r
σ κ of size N. The elements of   take

the values 0, 1 or 2. All non-zero elements correspond
to the residues, which belong to the domain encoded by
the index k. The elements equal to 1 belong to the first
subdomain of this domain, while the elements equal to
2 belong to the second subdomain. The domain tree for
the protein with N = 10, M = 3 is shown schematically in 
Fig. 2.

DWA for the node k could be performed as follo-
wing for each of MD trajectory frames:

I. The set of residues, which correspond to
«1»s in 

r
σ κ  is aligned to the same set from the reference

structure. Other residues are ignored.
II. The set of residues, which correspond to

«2»s in 
r
σ κ  is aligned to the same set from the reference

structure. Other residues are ignored.
III. The structures from steps 1 and 2 are com-

bined. As a result the subdomains encoded with «1»s
and «2»s are aligned to the reference structure separa-
tely. Domain identification is performed according to
the following algorithm:

1. Start from the first hierarchical level (whole
protein). There are no zero elements in   at this level.

2. All non-zero elements of 
r
σ κ are assigned to

1. 
3. DWA is performed for each frame, mean

RMSD over trajectory is computed.
4. For each non-zero element of 

r
σ κ :

a) elements are swapped (1 is substituted by 2 and 
vice  versa);

b) DWA is performed for each frame; mean
RMSD over trajectory is computed;

c) if RMSD decreases, keep new value of the ele-
ment, otherwise revert to initial value.

5. Continue step 4 until RMSD decreases.
6. If current level of hierarchy is M then exit.
7. Go to next hierarchical level recursively:
a) make new vector 

r
σ κ ,1

, where all «2»s from 
r
σ κ

are set to zero and continue from step 2 with this new
vector; 

b) make new vector 
r
σ κ, 2 , where all «1»s from 

r
σ κ

are set to zero and continue from step 2 with this new
vector. 

Nodes of the tree are processed recursively starting
from the first one, which represents the whole protein.
For each node the parent domain (or the whole protein

for the first node) is subdivided into two subdomains in
such a way that the RMSD after DWA is minimized.
Due to hierarchical application of the DWA the whole
algorithm is called Hierarchical DWA (HDWA).

Flexibility of domains. The amount of internal fle-
xibility in each of the domains can vary from zero (the
domain is a rigid body) to almost free motions of seve-
ral independent subdomains. This quantity for the parti- 
cular domain k can be described by the flexibility coef-
ficient Rk. The natural quantitative measure of flexibili-
ty in our technique is a difference between the whole-
structure RMSDs before and after the DWA for given
domain R RMSD RMSD

k before after
= − . If Rk ~ 0  then the 

domain k is very rigid (there are no significant syste-
matic internal motions, thus the division into sub-
domains does not eliminate them and does not change
the RMSD). In contrast, if Rk is large then the domain is
flexible and the motion of subdomains is significant.
These motions are eliminated by the DWA which leads
to large difference in RMSD before and after the align-
ment.

The flexibility usually decreases with  an  increase
of the hierarchy level in our algorithm. This trend is
explained by the fact, that the motions with the largest
amplitude are eliminated on each level of hierarchy,
thus the elimination of remaining motions on the next
level usually leads to smaller change in RMSD. 

The case of multiple subdomains. The number of
subdomains of a particular domain is not known in ad-
vance. In principle it is possible to perform DWA for
any number of subdomains, but the choice of an opti-
mal number is problematic. Indeed, it is obvious that
twenty subdomains would lead to smaller RMSD after
DWA  than  two subdomains. The tests confirm that the
RMSD decreases monotonously with  an  increase  in
the number of subdomains (data not shown). Thus, the
division into two subdomains is the only justified
option because it describes the dynamics of the parent
domain by a minimal number of subdomains. In order
to account domains with more than two subdomains the 
post-processing of the domain tree is performed. 

As it was explained above the flexibility of domains 
usually decreases with an increase in  hierarchical level. 
It is possible, however, that R of one of the subdomains
is larger  than R of the parent domain (for example R11 <
< R112). In this case we assume that the parent domain
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«11» is redundant and should be eliminated.  Two
subdomains of the redundant domain «111» and «112»
are attached as children directly to the parent of eli-
minated domain (in this case to «1»). After such elimi-
nation domain «1» will have three subdomains, namely
«12», «111» and «112». This procedure ensures that the 
flexibility decreases  at higher  hierarchical level and al- 
lows subdivision into more  than  two subdomains if ne- 
cessary. 

Relation to other techniques.  The  DynDom [14]
domain identification method is probably  the  closest to 
HDWA.  DynDom utilizes an alignment between two
different structures of the same protein to extract infor-
mation about domains, however the method of align-
ment differs from one used in HDWA. In DynDom
short backbone segments of two structures are aligned
to obtain the rotation matrices, which describe trans-
formation from one structure to the other. The agglo-
merative clustering procedure is then used in the space
of such rotations to identify the domains and the hinge
regions. DynDom finds the largest dynamic domains,
but can not reveal the hierarchy of subdomains inside
them. In principle one may run DynDom on individual
domains of the top level to search for subdomains, how- 
ever no such attempts were made to our knowledge.

In contrast,  HDWA is designed to describe the
hierarchy of subdomains. The algorithm of alignment
can also be classified as clustering, but the clustering is
divisive rather than agglomerative. The largest domains 
are progressively subdivided into smaller subdomains
until given depth of the hierarchy is reached. HDWA is
better suited for proteins with complex conformational
transitions, which are hard to describe by few domains
on the single level of hierarchy. In contrast to DynDom, 
HDWA does not identify hinge axes and hinge residues
automatically. Although an analysis of obtained doma-
in hierarchy could easily provide the information about
the hinge axes [23] we do not provide such analysis in
this work.

HDWA is inspired by the HCCP technique, which
also identifies the hierarchy of dynamic domains, but
uses the matrices of residue-residue correlation of moti- 
ons obtained from GNM normal modes calculations
instead of MD trajectories. Both methods are concep-
tually similar, but operate on the data of different
nature, which inevitably leads to different algorithms.

Another recently developed method, which is close
to HDWA, is TIMME [25]. In this technique the hierar-
chy of the quasi-rigid clusters in the protein is identified 
using the fluctuations of the pair distances between the
atoms. The HDWA compares the structures in terms of
their RMSDs and uses divisive clustering, while the
TIMME utilizes the distance fluctuations and agglome- 
rative clustering. In principle, the approach used in
HDWA may be more robust because the  individual dis- 
tance fluctuations could be more sensitive to the si-
mulation setup and the force field than the average
RMSDs. However, the systematic analysis of these
issues is beyond the scope of this work.

Discussion. The problem of domain identification
in proteins is more complex than it is usually thought.
This complexity is clearly demonstrated by the large
number of techniques, which are used to identify the
domains and by the absence of one universally accepted 
technique. In this work we focused on the so-called
dynamic domains, which represent the units of motion
in the protein globules. In principle, the most precise
method of identifying dynamic domains is the analysis
of trajectories of MD simulations. However, currently
there is no universally accepted method which is desig-
ned specifically for this task. The motions of proteins
are extremely complex and occur on very different time 
and space scales. These motions constitute a natural
hierarchy, which often correlates with the structural
features of the protein globules. Accounting for this na-
tural hierarchy is proven to be useful in domain
identification techniques based on simplified elastic
network models [20, 22]. In the current work we ap-
plied the idea of hierarchically organized dynamic
domains to the analysis of MD trajectories. The idea of
our HDWA technique is borrowed from the standard
structural alignment algorithm, which is routinely used
to eliminate rotations and translations of the whole
molecules in MD trajectories. We eliminate certain
systematic motions from the trajectory by aligning each 
dynamic domain of given hierarchical level separately
to the reference structure. The remaining deviations
from the reference structure represent the motions on
the next hierarchical level, which could be eliminated
by applying this procedure recursively. The division
into subdomains is achieved by minimizing mean
RMSD after domain-wise alignment. Such division is
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optimal in the sense that it eliminates as many systema-
tic motions  inside the parent domain as possible.

The advantage of our technique is that it is comple-
tely model-free. The trajectories are analyzed without
any assumptions. As a consequence the dynamic do-
mains found by our technique are «intrinsic» to the stu-
died protein under given parameters of MD simu-
lations. In contrast to HCCP or other techniques, which
are based on the single protein structure and utilize
highly simplified models of the protein dynamics, the
HDWA is based on the realistic motions, which occur
during MD simulations. This allows studying the influ-
ence of various factors (such as ionic concentrations,
pH, point mutations, etc.) on the dynamic domains. 

Conclusion. New domain identification technique
called the Hierarchical Domain-Wise Alignment has
been developed. HDWA is designed for identifying the
hierarchy of dynamic domains in proteins using the
trajectories of MD simulations. HDWA is a model-free
technique, which analyzes the motions in MD trajec-
tories without introducing any simplified model of the
protein dynamics. 
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С. О. Єси ле вський

Но вий ме тод іден ти фи кації ієрархії до менів у білках на основі

да них мо ле ку ляр ної ди наміки

Ре зю ме

Мета. Нез ва жа ю чи на ве ли ку кількість існу ю чих підходів до
іден тифікації до менів у білках, на сьо годні немає єди но го за -
галь но виз на но го ме то ду, який міг би визначати ієрархію ди -
намічних доменів на основі да них мо ле ку ляр ної ди наміки. Ме-
тою ро бо ти є ство рен ня та ко го ме то ду. Ме то ди. До ме ни виз -
на ча ють ре кур сивним еліміну ван ням сис те ма тич них рухів у
траєкторіях мо ле ку ляр ної ди наміки. Ре зуль та ти. Роз роб ле но
но вий ме тод виз на чен ня ієрархії до менів на основі да них мо ле -
ку ляр ної ди наміки, який от ри мав на зву ієрархічно го до мен но го
вирівню ван ня (HDWA).  

Клю чові сло ва: ди намічнi до ме ни, іден ти фи кація до менів,
ієрархічне до менне вирівню ван ня, мо ле ку лярна ди наміка. 

С. А. Еси лев ский

Но вый ме тод иден ти фи ка ции ие рар хии до ме нов в бел ках на

осно ве дан ных мо ле ку ляр ной ди на ми ки

Ре зю ме

Цель. Нес мот ря на боль шое ко ли чес то су щес тву ю щих под хо -
дов к опре де ле нию до ме нов в бел ках, на се го дня нет еди но го об -

щеп риз нан но го ме то да, с по мощью ко то ро го мож но было бы
иден ти фи ци ро вать ие рар хию ди на ми чес ких до ме нов на осно ве 
дан ных мо ле ку ляр ной ди на ми ки. Целью ра бо ты яв ля ет ся раз-
ра бот ка та ко го ме то да. Ме то ды. До ме ны опре де ля ют ре кур -
сив ным эли ми ни ро ва ни ем сис те ма ти чес ких дви же ний в тра -
ек то ри ях мо ле ку ляр ной ди на ми ки. Ре зуль та ты. Соз дан но вый
ме тод опре де ле ния ие рар хии до ме нов на осно ве дан ных мо ле -
ку ляр ной ди на ми ки, по лу чив ший на зва ние ие рар хи чес ко го до -
мен но го вы рав ни ва ния (HDWA). 

Клю че вые сло ва: ди на ми чес кие до ме ны, иден ти фи ка ция до -
ме нов, ие рар хи чес кое до мен ное вы рав ни ва ние, мо ле ку ляр ная
ди на ми ка.
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